A labyrinth of fun & amusement!

PAC-MAN

MIDWAY’S AMAZEING NEW 1 or 2 PLAYER FULL COLOR VIDEO GAME!

Produced by Midway Mfg. Co. under license from Namco Ltd.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT PRIMETIME AMUSEMENTS: 1.800.550.0900
VISIT US AT: HTTP://PRIMETIMEAMUSEMENTS.COM
PAC-MAN

A sensational, full color video game for 1 or 2 players that tickles vision and challenges reflexes. Adding to the fun are musical refrains, chomping and action sounds along with amusing cartoon shows between racks.

The player, using a single handle control, guides the PAC-MAN about the maze, scoring points by munching up the Dots in his path. Four Ghost Monsters — Inky, Blinky, Pinky and Clyde — chase after the PAC-MAN trying to capture and deflate him. The PAC-MAN can counter attack by eating the big Power Capsule that enables him to overpower the Monsters for additional score. After all the Dots are gobbed up, the screen is cleared, and PAC-MAN continues for another round. Each map features a special Fruit Target in the maze, which if eaten, earns Bonus Points. Players start with three PAC-MEN. An additional PAC-MAN is awarded for 10,000 points.

HIGH SCORE — Retained and displayed daily.
PLAYERS' SCORE
DOTS — 10 Points Each.
POWER CAPSULE — 50 Points Each.
GHOST MONSTERS
PAC-MAN — The 'main' man.
ESCAPE 'Warp' TUNNEL — Out one side — reappear on other.
BONUS FRUIT TARGET — Appear below Monster's Den twice during each rack.
NUMBER OF SCREENS CLEARED — Fruit indicates how many times player has cleared the screen of dots.
- Screen cleared once.
- Screen cleared twice.
- Screen cleared 3 times.
- Screen cleared 4 times.
- Screen cleared 5 times.
- etc.

PAC-MAN is available in 3 Midway models: Nuco. Mini-Myn, Cocktail Table, and Standard Arcade.
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Don’t Trifle With A Heavyweight

Theft is no trifling matter. We cannot permit anyone to steal or copy our creations. We'll pull no punches to protect our rights.

Bally Midway Mfg. Co. and our growing family of licensees have a lot invested in PAC-MAN™ and the whole wonderful world of PAC-MAN™ games, symbols and products. We have acted forcefully to halt production, distribution and sale of unlicensed products and will continue to pursue any manufacturer, distributor or retailer who tries to infringe on our rights.

Our proprietary rights encompass PAC-MAN™, MS. PAC-MAN™—the delightful, color-changing, combattant-chasing monsters—the dotted maze—the fruit symbols—and all the rest of PAC-MAN’s™ world. They are without exception the copyright and trademark properties of Bally Midway Mfg. Co.

We're happy to help you profit from our success—fairly. Just come over to our corner. For more information, contact us.

Bally Midway Mfg. Co.
16601 West Belmont Avenue
Franklin Park, IL 60131 - 1-312-451-9200
AUTHORITATIVE INDUSTRY SOURCES ACCLAIM:

PAC-MAN

TOP VIDEO GAME OF THE YEAR!

CASH BOX
October 31, 1981
The year's top three "highest earning pieces", according to our survey are:
1. Pac-Man
2. Defender
3. Asteroids
Operators were asked to name the top three amusement game manufacturers, based on quality and earning power of the products they produce, and following are the results:
1. Midway
2. Atari
3. Williams
Operators were asked their choice as the "top game of the year"— and the winner is Pac-Man!

RePlay
November 1981
We asked the operators to list the most profitable upright video games they've had out since the beginning of 1981; and we asked them to write them down in order. Their cumulative answers were:
1. PAC-MAN (Midway)
2. DEFENDER (Williams)
3. ASTEROIDS (Atari)
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